Learning community / Active learning

- Online learning community development with teachers as a means of enhancing initial teacher training / By Hradmiak, Alison.  

- Examining Hong Kong students' motivational beliefs, strategy use and their relations with two relational factors in classrooms / By Hongbiao Yin; Lee, John C. K.; Zhonghua Zhang.  

- Writing and the world of work: an integrative learning community model at a two-year institution / By Stebleton, Michael; Nownes, Nick.  

- How to create a professional learning community / By Nelson, Tamara Holmlund; LeBard, Linda; Waters, Charlotte.  

- A practical guide to a radical transition: framing the sustainable learning community / By Clarke, Paul.  

- Local administrative districts serving as lifelong learning communities: a case study on the Zhabei learning community / By Bo Chang.  

- Evaluating the impact of a facilitated learning community approach to professional development on teacher practice and student achievement / By Doppelt, Yaron; Schunn, Christian D.; Silk, Eli M.; Mehalik, Matthew M.; Reynolds, Birdy; Ward, Erin.  

- Essay writing in a Mandarin Chinese WebCT discussion board / By De Zhang.  
- Active learning in large classes: can small interventions produce greater results than are statistically predictable? / By Adrian, Lynne M. http://search.ebscohost.com/login.aspx?direct=true&db=ehh&AN=60227868&site=ehost-live
- Using Web 2.0 to support the active learning experience / By Williams, Jo; Chinn, Susan J. http://search.ebscohost.com/login.aspx?direct=true&db=ehh&AN=42008996&site=ehost-live
- Issues in action learning: a critical realist interpretation / By Burgoyne,
Virtual action learning: practices and challenges / By Dickenson, Mollie; Burgoyne, John; Pedler, Mike.

Incorporating active learning with PowerPoint-Based lectures using Content-Based questions / By Giers, Vicki S.; Kreiner, David S.

An implementation of active learning: assessing the effectiveness of the team infomercial assignment / By Matveev, Alexei V.; Milter, Richard G.

Incorporating active learning techniques into a genetics class / By Lee, W. Theodore; Jabot, Michael E.

Engaging elementary preservice teachers with active learning teaching methodologies / By Olgun, Özlem Sila.

Active learning through role playing / By Poling, Devereaux A.; Hupp, Julie M.

Does active learning improve students’ knowledge of and attitudes toward research methods? / By Campisi, Jay; Finn, Kevin E.

**Formative assessment**


Formative assessment systems: evaluating the fit between school...
Assessment of learning, for learning, and as learning: New Zealand case studies / By Hume, Anne; Coll, Richard K.

Formative assessment techniques to support student motivation and achievement / By Cauley, Kathleen M.; McMillan, James H.

Preparing teachers to make the formative assessment process integral to science teaching and learning / By Buck, Gayle; Trauth-Nare, Amy.

Developing the theory of formative assessment / By Black, Paul; Wiliam, Dylan.

Formative assessment: using concept cartoon, pupils’ drawings, and group discussions to tackle children’s ideas about biological inheritance / By Chin, Christine; Teou, Lay-Yen.

Teacher inquiry into formative assessment practices in remedial reading classrooms / By Brookhart, Susan M.; Moss, Connie M.; Long, Beverly A.

Summative assessment: the missing link for formative assessment / By Taras, Maddalena.

Formative assessment design for PDA integrated ecology observation / By Pi-Hsia Hung; Yu-Fen Lin; Gwo-Jen Hwang.

Peer assessment in a test-dominated setting: empowering, boring or
facilitating examination preparation? / By Bryant, Darren; Carless, David. 

- Assessment for learning revisited: an Asia-Pacific perspective / By Klenowski, Val. 

- Sophisticated tasks in e-assessment: what are they and what are their benefits? / By Boyle, Andrew; Hutchison, Dougal. 

- The challenge of formative assessment in mathematics education: children’s minds, teachers’ minds / By Ginsburg, Herbert P. 

- The benefits of formative assessments for teaching and learning / By Bakula, Nora. 

- A new formative assessment technology for reading and writing / By Landauer, Thomas K.; Lochbaum, Karen E.; Dooley, Scott. 

- Visual formative assessments: the use of images to quickly assess and record student learning / By Aylward, Gary. 